
Mody
A unique student chair for active sitting in several different seating positions



Based on modern research – involving more of variation, flexibility and 

movement – SAR/MSA Architect Jennie Edfast and her brother, Furniture 

designer Johan Lindstén, wanted to create a chair for students which inspired 

”active sitting”. Using Mody, the students will have the possibility of many seating 

varieties, which might be necessary for some but beneficial for all .     

     The pure form with the robust stand made of steel carries a slightly cupped 

seat in light wood with a soft downward slope on both sides of the chair. This 

design facilitates sitting comfortably on your side. The footrest in front matches 

the design with the same soft curve. Seated backwards, the backrest supports 

your chest while a rear footrest gives stability and a comfortable seated position. 

     The chair is designed with a circular perspective, using only durable 

mono-materials that can be separated to ensure that the chair is easy to repair 

and can be fully recycled.

Mody

MATERIAL    Seat in ash veneer. Non-scratch 

    Stand in powder coated steel

CLEANING    Wipe with a damp cloth

GENERAL DELIVERY TIME   4-6 weeks on standard items (start june 2023)

TEST STANDARD     EN 1729-1 & 2 

READ MORE:   www.lekolar.se/mody

C-KEY     The five circular criteria. This product fulfills: 

STAND PREMIUM COLOR GLOSS 30*SEAT & BACK IN ASH VENEER STAND STANDARD COLOR GLOSS 70

RAL 9005RAL 9006 RAL 9003

   Circular design

   Primarily (in weight) recycled/renewable materials 

   All materials possible to recycle

   Possibility of refurbishing

   Different materials have not been permanently jointed

 Read more about the C-key and circular criteria at lekolar.se

Mody model 5
Seat height  52/49 cm, Seat depth 34 cm

 

Rear footrest

Suspendable

Curved front footrest

Curved sides on the seat

Active sitting in 4 directions
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Premium color has a minimum of 20pc, and a startup cost of 550 SEK
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